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Assessing the Credibility of the Report Titled “Economic Impact of Short Term
Rental Properties in Unincorporated Chelan County” by Michael Luis &
Associates, Dated September 2020
Overview and Summary of Conclusions
Michael Luis & Associates of Medina, Washington, prepared a report titled “Economic Impact of Short
Term Rental Properties in Unincorporated Chelan County” dated September 2020 (hereafter, the MLA
Report).1 In the MLA Report, the author provides quantitative estimates of the economic contribution
of short-term rentals (STRs)2 to the economy of unincorporated Chelan County, Washington. The MLA
Report is often cited by the Short Term Rental Association of Chelan County (STRACC) as justification for
Chelan County limiting regulation of STRs, despite the well-known negative economic and societal
impacts to residential communities resulting from the loss of full-time residents in neighborhoods.
However, by comparing the economic estimates in the MLA Report to sales data provided by the
Washington State Department of Revenue (WSDOR) for similar areas and time periods, it’s possible to
determine if the estimates in the MLA Report are even plausible. By making these comparisons, the
following conclusions can be drawn:
•

The estimated retail spending by STR patrons provided in the MLA Report appears to be at least
twice what is plausible based on WSDOR actual sales data.

•

The estimated rental revenue collected by STR owners (purportedly resulting in state sales tax
revenue) appears to be at least three times what is plausible based on WSDOR actual sales data.

•

One potential explanation for the discrepancy between the STR rental revenue estimated in the
MLA Report and the WSDOR data is that the majority of STR rental revenue is not being
reported to the WSDOR in violation of state tax law. Since proper payment of taxes is a
requirement for “existing” STR units in draft versions of proposed Chelan County STR codes, this
may preclude many current STRs from being allowed to operate in the future.

These conclusions imply that the MLA report grossly overstates the economic impact to Chelan County’s
economy and is not a credible source of information. Additionally, the MLA Report fails to quantify the
negative economic impacts incurred by the loss of full-time residents in these housing units, which are
expected to exceed any positive impacts.3 It further completely avoids the negative social impacts of
STRs on communities, which cannot be offset by pure economics; residential communities do not exist
for the purpose of allowing a subset of homeowners to profit at the expense of the remaining
homeowners.

1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iuSGm2Z9Vzbhb58OE-3FeD6EQXk1Rn8R.

2

STRs are generally defined as single-family housing used to provide transient tourist accommodations.

3

See for example: Amending the Regulation of Short-Term Residential Rentals: Economic Impact Report, City and
County of San Francisco, May 18, 2015 (p. 8). Available at
http://sfcontroller.org/sites/default/files/FileCenter/Documents/6458150295_economic_impact_final.pdf?documentid=6457
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Assessments Carried Out
The assessment of the credibility of the MLA Report was based on two specific comparisons of data
between the MLA Report and data provided by the WSDOR. The data evaluated are core to the
arguments made about the economic contributions of STRs in Chelan County in the MLA Report.
The first comparison was to evaluate the plausibility of the retail spending data in the MLA report. This
comparison evaluated the estimated spending by STR patrons in the MLA Report relative to the actual
total retail sales for all persons (i.e., spending by STR patrons, all other tourists and guest, and all
residents) in the same area provided by WSDOR over similar time periods. In such a comparison, one
would expect that the estimated spending by STR patrons alone would be much less than the actual
spending by STR patrons, other tourists and guests, and all residents combined. If this were not the
case, this would lead to the conclusion that the estimated spending by STR patrons in the MLA Report is
biased high.
The second comparison was to evaluate the plausibility of the rental revenue generated by STRs
provided in the MLA Report. This comparison evaluated the total rental revenue estimated for STRs in
the MLA Report relative to the actual total sales of short-term “accommodations” for all persons (i.e.,
lodging sales for STRs, hotels, motels, bed & breakfasts, etc.) in the same area provided by WSDOR over
similar time periods. In such a comparison, one would expect the estimated rental revenue generated
by STR patrons alone would be much less than the actual sales associated with STRs, hotels, motels, and
bed & breakfasts combined. If this were not the case, this would lead to the conclusion that the
estimated rental revenue generated by STRs in the MLA Report are biased high and/or that a significant
fraction of STRs is illegally failing to report revenue collected to the WSDOR.
The WSDOR does not provide data for spending by STR guests or for STR rental revenue specifically, but
rather for categories that would contain the STR-related spending and rentals. But these data are still
useful for determining the plausibility of estimated spending and rental revenue in the MLA Report. The
WSDOR sales data in these broader categories put an upper bound on potential spending and rental
revenue associated with STRs. For example, estimated spending by STR patrons in a given area during a
certain period at food and beverage establishments cannot be greater than the actual sales to all
customers at food and beverage establishments in the same area during the same period, and in fact
should be much less. If the value estimated for STR guests only is not much lower than the value for all
customers, the estimate for STR guests would clearly not be plausible. These are the types of
comparisons made in this assessment.

Comparison 1 – Retail Spending
The MLA Report provides estimates for average daily spending by STR patrons for Food & Beverage,
Entertainment & Recreation, and non-specific Retail for the period from September 1, 2019 through
August 31, 2020. These values are some of the primary economic indicators used in attempting to
demonstrate how important STRs are to the economy in Chelan County according to the MLA Report.
The estimated amounts for these first two categories are reproduced in Table 1 (attached) and can be
compared to data from the WSDOR for a similar 12-month period. The WSDOR data are available for
the period October 1, 2019 through September 31, 2020, a 12-month period shifted by one month from
the 12-month period examined in the MLA Report. The third category of spending (non-specific Retail)
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is difficult to directly compare to publicly-available WSDOR data and was not relied upon for this
assessment.
Table 2 (attached) provides the estimated annual nights spent in STRs in unincorporated Chelan County
according to the MLA Report, and Table 3 (attached) provides the product of the daily expenditures by
STR guests times the number of nights spent in STRs to get total annual spending by STR guests
according to the data in the MLA Report.
For purposes of examining the plausibility of the retail spending by STR patrons estimated in the MLA
Report, it is reasonable to assume that STR guests in the Chelan or Manson areas will spend most of
their money with Chelan and Manson businesses and STR guests in Leavenworth will spend most of their
money with Leavenworth businesses (when these areas are considered without regard to whether or
not they are in unincorporated portions of Chelan County).
In order to keep the assessment as clean as possible, the comparison made in this document to assess
the plausibility of the estimates in the MLA Report is to compare the total retail spending by STR patrons
staying in Chelan, Manson, and Leavenworth within those communities, including both incorporated
and unincorporated areas; specifically:
WSDOR Data: All persons
spending in Chelan, Manson,
Leavenworth, and any other
area of unincorporated Chelan
County

MLA Report Data: STR patrons
staying and spending in Chelan,
Manson, and Leavenworth

The Chelan, Manson, and Leavenworth areas account for the vast majority of STR patron spending
estimated in the MLA Report as shown in Table 3. By including all of unincorporated Chelan County
sales data in the WSDOR data set (necessary in order to include Manson, which is not broken out
separately), this will bias the WSDOR data on the high side, thus making it more likely that the MLA
Report estimated spending data from STR patrons would be much less than the actual spending data
from the WSDOR (i.e., more likely that the estimates in the MLA Report will appear to be plausible).
People taking day trips into these areas would also make it more likely that the MLA Report spending
data from STR patrons would be much less than the actual spending data from the WSDOR (i.e., more
likely that the estimates in the MLA Report will appear to be plausible).
Table 4 (attached) provides the estimated total annual spending by STR patrons in Table 3, with the data
for all areas other than Chelan, Manson, and Leavenworth removed.
Table 5 (attached) provides total retail sales for the Food & Beverage and Entertainment & Recreation
categories from the WSDOR (the Accommodations data will be discussed later) for unincorporated
Chelan County. Tables 6 and 7 (attached) provide the same data for the incorporated cities of Chelan
and Leavenworth. These data combined allow for the comparison described in the graphic above.
Again, the WSDOR values are from all types of customers, i.e., STR patrons, all other tourists and guests,
and all residents. As a result, the estimated spending by STR patrons as provided in the MLA Study
should be much lower than the actual spending for all persons for these two spending categories
provided by the WSDOR data. The table below shows how they compare:
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Data Source and Scope

Spending on Food &
Beverage

Spending on Ent. &
Recreation

MLA Report - For STR patrons only
WSDOR Data - All persons

$55,086,478
$65,866,048

$23,789,926
$15,842,083

In this comparison, the estimated spending on Food & Beverage in the MLA Report is only slightly less
than the actual sales to STR patrons, all other tourists and guests, and all residents provided by WSDOR.
This comparison indicates that the estimated spending by STR patrons provided in the MLA Report for
this category is not plausible. The estimated spending on Entertainment & Recreation in the MLA
Report is significantly higher than the actual sales to STR patrons, all other tourists and guests, and all
residents provided by WSDOR. This comparison indicates that the estimated spending by STR patrons
provided in the MLA Report for this category is also not plausible.
This comparison can be further refined. In 2019, the average Washingtonian spent $2,335 per year on
Food & Beverage (NAICS code 722) and $543 per year on Entertainment and Recreation (NAICS code
71).4 With a total population of approximately 14,000 residents in the Chelan, Manson, and
Leavenworth areas, this implies that residents in these three areas spent approximately $32.7 million on
Food & Beverage and $7.6 million on Entertainment & Recreation. Although some of this spending
might occur outside of these areas, it is reasonable to assume that at least half of such spending would
occur locally ($16.4 million and $3.8 million, respectively). These values can be subtracted from the
WSDOR data for “all persons”, leaving rough estimates for all STR, hotel, motel, bed & breakfast guests,
plus day trip tourists, or “transient guests”, as follows:
Data Source and Scope

Spending on Food &
Beverage

Spending on Ent. &
Recreation

MLA Report - For STR patrons only
WSDOR Data - All transient guests

$55,086,478
$49,466,048

$23,789,926
$12,042,083

At this point it is abundantly clear that the retail spending values from the MLA Report are completely
detached from reality. Even though they only represent a subset of the values based on the WSDOR
data in the table above, they exceed those values. In 2010, well before the growth in STRs exploded,
Chelan, Manson, and Leavenworth had nearly 3,700 tourist accommodation units5 (compared to less
than 1,900 STRs in these areas currently6), suggesting that spending by non-STR tourists would likely
exceed spending by STR tourists. Taken together, it is likely that the retail spending values from the
MLA Report evaluated here should be reduced by a factor of two or more.

44

Taken from an assumed statewide population of approximately 7.7 million and data obtained at:
https://apps.dor.wa.gov/ResearchStats/Content/GrossBusinessIncome/Report.aspx.
5

https://www.co.chelan.wa.us/files/naturalresources/documents/Planning/Natural_Resources/SMP/Documents/Public%20Access%20Plans/County/AppB.pdf.
6

Data from BERK Consulting.
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Comparison 2 – Rental Revenue
The MLA Report provides estimates for total annual revenue generated by STRs for the period from
September 1, 2019 through August 31, 2020. These values are additional economic indicators used in
attempting to demonstrate how important STRs are to the economy in Chelan County according to the
MLA Report. A major subset of these data is specifically for unincorporated Chelan County, and this
data set makes for the most direct comparison to the available WSDOR data.
Table 8 (attached) provides the estimated annual revenue received for all STRs located in the
unincorporated portions of Chelan County as provided in the MLA Report. Rent from STRs located
within the city limits of incorporated cities are not included.
Table 5 (attached) provides the WSDOR data for actual annual sales for all short-term accommodations
(STRs, hotels, motels, and bed & breakfasts) in unincorporated Chelan County for the comparable
period.
This allows for the following comparison of rents received from short-term accommodations located in
the unincorporated portions of Chelan County:
Spending on Short-Term
Accommodations

Data Source and Scope
MLA Report - For STR patrons only
WSDOR Data - All persons

$58,478,125
$20,332,856

In this case the estimated rental revenue for STRs only in the MLA Report exceeds the actual sales for all
STRs, hotels, motels, and bed & breakfasts from WSDOR data by nearly a factor of three, implying that
the estimated rents generated from STRs appear to be overestimated in the MLA Report by more than a
factor of three. In this case, there are two possible explanations (or some combination of the two):
1) The estimate of STR rental revenue received provided in the MLA Report is grossly elevated,
and/or
2) A large portion of the STR rental revenue generated is not being reported to the WSDOR in
violation of Washington State law.
The MLA Report indicates that the data for STR rental revenue generated comes from AirDNA, which
should be a fairly reliable source of information. This makes it very likely that a significant portion of the
discrepancy in this comparison is due to the fact that a large percentage of the STR rental revenue
generated is not being reported to the WSDOR in violation of Washington State law. This doesn’t
preclude the possibility that the estimated STR rental revenue provided in the MLA Report isn’t also
somewhat inflated.

Discussion
The MLA Report attempts to quantify the economic impacts to the local economy from STRs located in
Chelan County. It provides estimates of local spending by STR guests (Figure 2 in the MLA Report) and
the rental revenue received by STR owners (Figure 1 in the MLA Report). STR patron spending benefits
local business owners and sales tax collections, and STR rents collected provides some local revenue
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(although the report notes that 90 percent of STR owners live outside the county) and sales tax
collections. The vast majority of the positive economic impacts from STRs touted in the MLA report
derives from the estimates of guest spending and rental revenue generated.
Of course, these purported positive economic gains in reality are offset by economic losses from the
displacement of full-time residents, increases in cost of housing, loss of social capital, and negative
impacts to communities, traffic, and public resources for full-time residents, which are ignored in the
MLA Report. But this is a separate discussion.
The comparisons provided above in this assessment look at the plausibility of the estimated spending of
STR patrons and estimated STR rental revenue generated in Chelan County as provided in the MLA
Report in order to assess the credibility of the conclusions provided therein.
As detailed above, the comparisons made in this assessment demonstrate that the estimates of STR
patron spending in the MLA Report are not plausible and are likely inflated by a factor of two or more.
Therefore, all of the associated economic benefits to local businesses and sales tax collected are also
likely inflated by a factor of two or more.
The comparisons made in this assessment also demonstrate that the estimates of STR rental revenue in
the MLA Report are 1) significantly inflated, and/or 2) prove that STR owners are significantly
underreporting rents received, in violation of Washington State law. In either case, the purported
economic benefit derived from the sales tax collected from STR rents provided in the MLA Report is
overstated by at least a factor of three.
Taken together, these comparisons demonstrate that the MLA Report is not credible and significantly
overstates the economic benefits from STRs in Chelan County.
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Table 1
Chelan County
Spending Per Party Per Day*
Area

Food &
Beverage

Cashmere
Chelan
Entiat
Leavenworth
Malaga
Manson
Peshastin
Wenatchee

Entertainment &
Recreation

$87
$319
$119
$224
$115
$317
$193
$139

$37
$137
$51
$97
$49
$137
$83
$60

*Taken from Economic Impact of Short Term Rental Properties in
Unincorporated Chelan County , Michael Luis & Associates,
September, 2020; Figure 2.

Table 2
Chelan County (Incorp. And Unincorp.)
Annual Number of STR Visitor Nights*
Area

Annual Occupied STR
Nights

Cashmere
Chelan
Entiat
Leavenworth
Malaga
Manson
Peshastin
Wenatchee

4,938
50,776
560
138,880
569
24,542
6,584
13,337

*Taken from Economic Impact of Short Term Rental Properties in
Unincorporated Chelan County , Michael Luis & Associates,
September, 2020; Figure 1.

Table 3
Chelan County (Incorp. & Unincorp.)
Total Annual STR Visitor Spending by Category*
Area

Food &
Beverage

Entertainment &
Recreation

Cashmere
Chelan
Entiat
Leavenworth
Malaga
Manson
Peshastin
Wenatchee

$429,606
$16,197,544
$66,640
$31,109,120
$65,435
$7,779,814
$1,270,712
$1,853,843

$182,706
$6,956,312
$28,560
$13,471,360
$27,881
$3,362,254
$546,472
$800,220

Total

$58,772,714

$25,375,765

* Based on data in Tables 1 and 2; multiply
daily spending times number of visitor nights.

Table 4
Chelan, Manson, and Leavenworth Areas (Incorp. & Unincop.)
Total Annual STR Visitor Spending by Category*
Area

Food &
Beverage

Entertainment &
Recreation

Cashmere
Chelan
Entiat
Leavenworth
Malaga
Manson
Peshastin
Wenatchee

$16,197,544
$31,109,120
$7,779,814
-

$6,956,312
$13,471,360
$3,362,254
-

Total

$55,086,478

$23,789,926

* Based on data in Table 3.

Table 5
Unincorporated Chelan County
Quarterly and Total Taxable Retail Sales*
Calendar Quarter
2019 Q4
2020 Q1
2020 Q2
2020 Q3
Total

Food &
Beverage

Entertainment &
Recreation

Accommodations

$3,025,927
$2,119,201
$2,066,868
$4,614,678

$2,785,259
$4,444,154
$1,287,272
$3,133,926

$5,230,379
$3,281,553
$2,177,514
$9,643,410

$11,826,674

$11,650,611

$20,332,856

* From the Washington State Department of Revenue,
https://apps.dor.wa.gov/ResearchStats/Content/QuarterlyBusinessReview/Report.aspx

Table 6
City of Chelan
Quarterly and Total Taxable Retail Sales*

2019 Q4
2020 Q1
2020 Q2
2020 Q3

Food &
Beverage
$3,037,048
$2,438,826
$3,259,227
$6,964,384

Entertainment &
Recreation
$318,007
$284,729
$417,398
$1,651,866

Total

$15,699,485

$2,672,000

Calendar Quarter

* From the Washington State Department of Revenue,
https://apps.dor.wa.gov/ResearchStats/Content/QuarterlyBusinessReview/Report.aspx

Table 7
City of Leavenworth
Quarterly and Total Taxable Retail Sales*

2019 Q4
2020 Q1
2020 Q2
2020 Q3

Food &
Beverage
$15,187,613
$7,535,798
$3,625,576
$11,990,902

Entertainment &
Recreation
$366,067
$144,389
$305,605
$703,411

Total

$38,339,889

$1,519,472

Calendar Quarter

* From the Washington State Department of Revenue,
https://apps.dor.wa.gov/ResearchStats/Content/QuarterlyBusinessReview/Report.aspx

Table 8
Unincorporated Chelan County
Annual STR Rent Received*
Area
Cashmere
Chelan
Entiat
Leavenworth
Malaga
Manson
Peshastin
Wenatchee
Total

Total Revenue
$586,626
$4,180,247
$84,178
$38,484,226
$100,535
$11,970,090
$1,951,380
$1,120,843
$58,478,125

*Taken from Economic Imapct of Short Term Rental Properties in
Unincorporated Chelan County , Michael Luis & Associates,
September, 2020; Figure 1.

